The Geocoding Advantage
Using accurate Location Intelligence to drive
more profitable decisions

While location data has always been important,
smartphones and social media now connect
consumers to location 24/7. The ability to generate
accurate, real-time geocodes can impact decisions,
results and customer relationships like never before.

Everything now revolves around location
There are more mobile phones in the U.S. today than there are people. Consumers use social
media sites to “check in,” track their movements and locate nearby stores and services. On the
business front, organizations rely on location intelligence to automate underwriting, validate
enrollment and determine tax jurisdictions. Whether it’s tracking natural disasters, optimizing
networks or assessing marketing opportunities, the ability to pinpoint the precise location
of people and assets makes it easier to engage customers, grow revenues, reduce risk and
significantly lower cost. Geocoding—forward and reverse—holds the key.

Timely, accurate, consistent insight is more critical than ever
Geocoding and reverse geocoding offer a level of geographic accuracy and immediacy previously
missing from business decisions. Geocoding converts address data to precise latitude and
longitude coordinates that can be compared, mapped, calculated and analyzed. Reverse
geocoding grabs GPS signals from smartphones and returns accurate, actionable addresses
that are easy to understand. Together, they enable intelligent, real-time actions informed by
reliable spatial data. Decisions are rendered faster; offers become more relevant; and hyper-local
advertising reaches consumers where and when they are most likely to buy.

Advanced capabilities can provide a clear advantage
Accuracy. Coverage. Speed. Usability. For over 25 years, organizations have turned to Pitney
Bowes Software for geocode solutions that deliver quantifiable results. A rigorous address
validation process ensures that each address is standardized, verified and formatted prior to
calculating a geocode. Our unique cascading match logic ensures that the best geocode and
reverse geocode matches are returned—in a consistent way—whether the location is in the
United States, Europe, Asia or anywhere in the world. Whether processing one address or
millions, you can expect real-time results, presented in ways that are fit for use in social media
marketing, strategic planning, risk assessment and emergency response.

“

Everyone needs to do
something… Location
Intelligence is no longer
an option, it’s the table
stakes.

”

Deb Smallwood,
Founder of the insurance
advisory firm SMA

Reverse Geocoding
Now you can capture
a GPS signal from a
customer’s mobile
phone, determine their
precise location—and
then deliver an offer
at the right time and
place.

A few hundred yards can
dramatically increase insurance
risk—especially in areas prone to
floods or wild fires.

Combining social media with
reverse geocoding changes the
game—connecting organizations
with customers in real time.

Network administrators now
prioritize capital expenses based
on keen insight into long-term
market opportunities.

Mitigate costly risk

Power up
your marketing

Optimize every asset

Gain a competitive edge.
Insurance companies rely
on geocoding to assess
risk, identifying pockets of
opportunity and portfolio
exposure with confidence.
Automated pricing,
policyholder communications,
data-driven underwriting,
and real-time catastrophe
management represent just
a few ways P&C insurers
differentiate themselves.
Other industries and
government agencies utilize
geocoding to comply with
regulations around tax
payments and enrollment
requirements. While
addresses or ZIP Codes can
change over time, geocodes
remain constant—which
minimizes operational risk
and improves year-over-year
analysis.
.

“

 eing able to drill down and see how individual
B
properties are affected by potential hazards is
very attractive to our clients and can make a huge
difference when underwriting agreements.
Nigel Davis,
Executive Director,
Willis Re Group

”

Map a profitable future.
Accurate geocodes drive
more effective strategies, as
organizations can visualize
and analyze growth trends,
consumer demographics and
competitive threats—resulting
in smarter product launches,
site selections and media
campaigns.
Tactically, reverse geocoding
makes it possible to create
a “wow experience” by
delivering content and
promotional messages at
the exact time and place
consumers need it most—the
restaurant around the corner,
the hotel near your conference
or the sale taking place at
your current location.

Healthcare, retail,
telecommunications—more
organizations than ever must
develop and manage networks
in order to satisfy customers.
From a planning perspective,
geocoding makes it easy to
assess growth potential and
identify gaps, quantifying the
revenue and cost impact of
every decision.
The ability to determine
coverage, confirm eligibility
and assess service availability
in real time provides for
superior, more cost-effective
customer care.

Game changing insight
Discover how accurate geocoding can improve performance
every step of the way.
Location Intelligence: Backwards and Forwards
Solutions for Enabling Lifetime Customer Relationships

Every smartphone is a mobile GPS, one that can be used to pinpoint its owner’s location, map
coordinates and find locations of interest nearby. With close to one billion smartphones now in
the hands of consumers, this is the start of something big. Reverse geocoding—translating a
latitude and longitude to a specific address—makes it easy to connect people with places, things
and, most important, with data on their behaviors, preferences and influencers in real time. This
whitepaper explores the pivotal role reverse geocoding plays today, and the huge potential it
offers to organizations ready to innovate.
REVERSE GEOCODING LETS MARKETERS DELVE INTO THE DATA BENEATH THE MAPS,
MAKING SMARTPHONES SMARTER, MARKETING MESSAGING MORE ACTIONABLE,
AND ENABLING BUSINESSES TO SERVE CUSTOMERS IN MORE RELEVANT WAYS—ALL
FUELED BY GEOGRAPHIC INSIGHT.

The Geocoding Advantage
Geographic data is increasingly critical to effective communications and efficient operations.
Marketing, billing, site locations, and logistics all have a fundamental geographic component—
and the combination of increased competition and slowing growth make getting the right
location assignments essential to carving out a true differential advantage. All geocoding, and in
particular all international geocoding, is not created equal. This white paper offers insight into
the best practices for managing customer and location-based data. Discover the benefits of highquality geocoding and how today’s market leaders are employing new technologies to engage
customers, reduce costs, focus processes and more effectively manage risks.
HIGH QUALITY GEOCODING INCREASES THE ACCURACY, IMMEDIACY AND INSIGHT OF
ENTERPRISE LOCATION INTELLIGENCE… EMPOWERING BUSINESS PROCESSES FROM
ASSET PLANNING, TO MARKETING, TO TAX ASSIGNMENTS AND MORE.

Location Intelligence Backwards and Forwards
Associating people and places in new and profitable ways

W H I T E PA P E R :

REVERSE GEOCODING

Name • Title, Division,
Pitney Bowes Software

Read the complete
white paper

Solutions for Enabling Lifetime Customer Relationships

The Geocoding Advantage
Best practices for managing customer and location-based data

W H I T E PA P E R :

LOCATION INTELLIGENCE

Scott Robinson, Geocoding Portfolio Director,
Vedat Kaplan, Solution Architect, and
Uwe Rupp, Product Manager

Read the complete
white paper

Five Reasons to Geocode your Business Data
A research paper by Ventana Research takes a detailed look at the key role enterprise and
international geocoding plays in today’s competitive environment. The paper looks at efficiencies,
technologies and best practices that will help give you a competitive advantage. While it seems
obvious that knowing where things and people are can shape how well a business operates, their
benchmark research shows that this aspect of information is not always well managed, and
provides five practical reasons why you should be geocoding your business data. Ideas that can
streamline a business’s processes improve customer service and add value to its results.
HAVING THE RIGHT AWARENESS OF LOCATION CAN BE A KEY INVESTMENT, ONE THAT
PROVIDES MORE THAN JUST SAVINGS FROM ELIMINATING INACCURACIES IN MAILING
AND DELIVERIES; IT ALSO AVERTS THE COST OF MISSED OPPORTUNTIES WHEN COMMUNICATIONS NEVER REACH THEIR INTENDED DESTINATIONS.

Read the complete
research paper

Proven results
Learn how market leaders employ geocoding to make smarter decisions—
engaging customers in more effective, more efficient ways.
Willis Re: Mitigating Risk

CASE STUDY

CUSTOMER PROFILE
• The Willis group is one of the
world’s largest professional
services firms specialising
in risk management.

Executive Summary
As a global company whose clients have risks in more than 150 countries, Willis Re
wanted to implement the latest in location-based technologies to deliver enhanced
service to its clients, for whom profit margins on risk can depend on precise detail.
The Pitney Bowes Software Spectrum™ Technology Platform has supported Willis in
performing in-depth risk analysis on a corporate client’s or insurer’s book of business
(exposure) across every territory. Consequently, Willis’s catastrophe modelling now
produces more reliable results, and risk estimations for hazards such as flood, wind,
earthquake, explosion and bushfire can be performed with greater precision.
The solution has been incorporated into analyst workflows, enabling Willis to undertake
complex geographical risk analyses quicker and easier than ever before.

• It advises corporate clients,
insurance carriers and
reinsurance companies,
helping to determine the
best way to manage risk
as well as negotiating
and placing that risk
with insurance and
reinsurance carriers.

“

Business Challenge
Willis wanted to make a faster and more accurate assessments of its client’s exposure
based on location data. By providing a better understanding of the level of exposure
at individual points on the map, it wanted to help its clients better estimate potential
losses to ensure they purchase the correct amount of coverage at the right price.
As a global company whose clients operate in multiple geographies, Willis required:
• A geocoding solution that could process the highest resolution data available
in order to make meaningful comparisons consistently across country lines

The Pitney Bowes
Spectrum Technology
platform has enhanced
the service we offer to
our clients by enabling
them to make more
informed decisions
about their insurance
and reinsurance costs.

Nigel Davis,
Executive Director, Willis

• Complete control over the system in order to fully understand the way
catastrophe models

”

• Visibility into a corporate client’s or insurer’s book of business to demonstrate
the benefits to them of supplying Willis with the most accurate available data
The Pitney Bowes team worked with Willis to deliver the capabilities required, and
identified value-added functionality that validated information supplied by clients.

Read the complete
case study

VERIZON WIRELESS

CUSTOMER PROFILE
• Headquartered in Basking Ridge,
NJ, Verizon Wireless operates
the nation’s largest 4G LTE and
3G networks.

Verizon Wireless faced challenges in providing accurate tax assignment throughout
its business operations. By implementing Pitney Bowes Software’s GeoTAX® solution,
Verizon Wireless was able to achieve higher efficiency, compliance with federal
guidelines, cost savings, and improved customer service. Verizon now manages tax
assignments with an automated solution that integrates with its existing billing and
taxation systems.

• The company serves over
90 million retail customers and
employs over 80,000 people.

Business challenge
Verizon’s network footprint covers more than half the total landmass of the continental
U.S. With its extensive network and client base, the company faced challenges in
providing accurate tax assignments throughout its business operations, given the need
to recognize more than 10,000 state and local taxing jurisdictions.
Verizon needed to improve its tax management system. The company was inaccurately
taxing customers, losing revenue, and dealing with penalties and even lawsuits as a
result of improper tax management. The company turned to Pitney Bowes Software for
a solution that would enable the wireless provider to more efficiently and strategically
manage tax assignments, as well as integrate with the existing billing and taxation
systems the staff was already using.
The company’s previous tax management system required the customer service
organizations to manually pick jurisdictions as customers signed up for its services or
as addresses changed. This led to a number of inaccuracies caused by human error. The
overtaxing of customers also resulted in additional costs to the company. Transaction
Taxes Staff Manager Vicki Anger explained, “We were overtaxing customers because of
errors such as selecting a jurisdiction where there was a city tax, when the customer
is in fact located in the county boundary. This was sometimes resulting in penalties,
interest or lawsuits.”

“

We were able to fully
implement these
solutions extremely
quickly—actually five
months earlier than
we had planned.
A key component was
availability of on-site
Pitney Bowes Software
IT staff to ease the
transition.

”

Vicki Anger
Transaction Taxes
Staff Manager
Verizon Wireless

Read the complete
case study

“

By increasing the location accuracy, our catastrophe modeling can
now produce more precise results and risk estimates for a myriad of
potential perils.

”

Nigel Davis, Executive Director, Willis Re Group

CASE STUDY

Executive summary

Willis Re, a global company whose clients operate in multiple geographies, wanted to make
faster and more accurate assessments of its clients’ exposure based on location data. By
providing a better understanding of the level of exposure at individual points on the map,
Willis Re could help clients better estimate potential losses, so they could purchase the
correct amount of coverage at the right price. The Pitney Bowes team worked with Willis Re
to deliver the capabilities required and identified value-added functionality that validated
information supplied by clients.

Verizon Wireless: Ensuring Tax Accuracy
Verizon Wireless operates the nation’s largest 4G LTE and 3G networks, serving over 90
million retail customers, and needed to improve its tax management system. The company
was inaccurately taxing customers, losing revenue, and dealing with penalties and even
lawsuits as a result of improper tax management. The company turned to Pitney Bowes
Software for a solution that would enable the wireless provider to more efficiently and
strategically manage tax assignments, as well as integrate with the existing billing and
taxation systems the staff was already using.

“

We were overtaxing customers because of errors such as selecting
a jurisdiction where there was a city tax, when the customer is in
fact located in the county boundary. This was sometimes resulting in
penalties, interest or lawsuits.

”

Vicki Anger, Transaction Taxes Staff Manager, Verizon Wireless

Evaluation Criteria for Enterprise Geocoding
This research paper by Ventana Research provides keen insights about how to get
started with geocoding, including choosing the right Location Intelligence tools. Here,
experts discuss the five categories of software criteria—usability, functionality, reliability,
manageability and adaptability—as well as two vendor criteria, validation and total cost of
ownership/return on investment. You will also gain a deeper understanding of how to build
in criteria that value geocoding precision and breadth of coverage to correspond with your
organization’s needs. By following best practices, you can make an informed decision that
will help you and your organization exceed your geocoding objectives.

Read the complete
research paper

THE PROCESS OF GEOCODING INCREASES THE QUALITY OF BUSINESS INFORMATION
BY AUGMENTING GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCES TO FULLY SUPPORT OPERATIONS AND
DECISION MAKING.

Saving lives through more effective emergency
response. Increasing profits with strategic capital
investments. Creating customer experiences that
cement brand loyalty. Few capabilities can deliver
such a positive impact—in such an immediate way—
as geocoding.

Real-time consumer intelligence
Reverse geocoding empowers marketers to connect with individual consumers in real time
via highly specific, personalized, time- and location-based mobile messaging. Using the GPS
signal from a customer’s smartphone, it pinpoints a location, determines the address and
analyzes relevant data in a fraction of a second—including a person’s buying patterns, behaviors,
preferences and influencers—all cross-referenced with nearby sites and stores. It makes
personalized messaging more actionable by reaching consumers when and where they are most
likely to buy.

Consistent results—anywhere in the world
When organizations rely on disconnected data and one-off processes, it is impossible to make
an apples-to-apples comparison. International geocoding provides for international standards,
common systems and consistent operating procedures as a way to get everyone—and every
decision—on the same page. Built-in data quality, postal certification, address validation and
standardization means that the insight you gain will be more accurate, more complete; and
can provide perspective that doesn’t stop at international borders. Through a single Application
Programming Interface (API), you can calculate precise latitude and longitude in the markets and
countries where you do business, storing data on-premise or through hosted solutions.

Instant, automated response
Our flexible geocoding solutions easily integrate with existing systems and spatial analysis
tools, enabling quick implementation across business needs. A favorite of systems integrators,
geocoding and reverse geocoding support a broad range of operational and business processes—
which streamlines workflows, eliminates manual processes and improves decision making.
Whether integrated with MDM, CRM, call centers or point-level processing platforms, using the
same API calls for each country enables systematic access to geocodes across multiple markets.

“

These tools also assign
accurate geocodes,
which make it possible
to analyze information,
calculate distances and
plot records accurately
on a map.

”

Andy Kilimger,
Director of Data Production,
Lender Processing Services

Accuracy Counts
Better addresses
yield more accurate
geocodes; and, more
accurate geocodes
help organizations
better manage
customer relationships,
infrastructure, logistics,
and risk—and plan
more effectively for
growth.

Industry applications

Business-strength advantages

Geocoding solutions from Pitney Bowes Software enhance
decision-making for the world’s top corporations and
government agencies. A sample of recent initiatives includes:

Designed to maximize business performance, our solutions
cleanse data, standardize addresses and verify that source
addresses are correct before applying geocodes—automatically
cascading to the next most-specific point of reference, from
address point, to street level, to postal code, to levels including
jurisdiction, city and state. Both the match accuracy and the
positional accuracy are then validated, providing for the highest
level of confidence in your business decisions.

• Telecommunications: network optimization; market
expansion; tax management; service coverage; address
validation
• Insurance: risk management; automated underwriting;
portfolio management; claims management; territory
assignment
• Public Sector: enrollment eligibility; identity resolution;
emergency response; market mapping; catastrophe
management
• Retail: site selection; targeted marketing; multichannel
integration
• Social Marketing: hyper-local advertising; offer selection;
real-time marketing

As a full-service solution, we combine geocoding with the
ability to perform analysis, calculations and predictive analytics,
including point-in-polygon and closest site analysis. A pioneer in
the field of reverse geocoding, Pitney Bowes can link coordinates
to accurate, validated addresses and process millions of records
in real time.

Achieve more with Pitney Bowes Software
Nearly every business record contains a location component—and
with the recent explosion in smartphones and GPS technologies,
your ability to validate, analyze and understand the relationship
between customers, assets and location has never been more
critical.
A pioneer in geocode applications for over 25 years, Pitney Bowes
Software continues to innovate and lead. Now you can generate
geocodes and reverse geocodes that are more accurate, more
flexible, more scalable and more timely than ever before, making
it possible to streamline operations, revolutionize customer
experiences, and reduce overall risk.

For more information call 800.327.8627 or visit us online: www.pb.com/software
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